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Answer all questions,

I. (a) Ilefine Euler graph arrd Euler line with examples'

(b) Show that "trf a graph has 2 vertices of odd degrec, there must be a path joining these vertiQes.

(c) Find the articulation points and biconnected components for the following graph.

(d) Ilefine the following :

(i) Minimum sPanning tree.

(il) Fundamental cut set-

(e) Three are three manried couples and that A, B e.rd C are'Females and D, E, F are males'

Arrange the.six peopb aroundthe:table so that the sexessllernate.

(0 If 'r' and 'y' are variables and 'n' is a positive integer then show that

j
.,

k

(e)

(h)

(r+y)o =nto[;)"' vo-h

Obtain the particular solution of the recurrence relation ar * 5 ar * 6 or -q = 3*'

Obtain the homogeneous solution of tbe recurrence relation

4 ar -2O or -l + 1? ar -2 4or- 3 = 0.

(8x5=40marks)
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][. (e) (i) Prove that if r,ionnected graph G is decomposed into two subgraphsg, andg, there must

.' ' ' . ' be'at]'east 
"-?" l€ry c'mmf)n between gl ao.d g',' 

(g marks)

(ii) Generate 2-isomorphirc graphs for the following graph.Find out whether the two graphs

have circuit correspondences or not. Justift your answer-

Or

(i) A graph has a dual if and only if it is planar-

(ii) If G = (V', E) be defined by V = (V1, Vr, VB, V4) and E = {

(V3, V/1. Use adjacency matrix to determine the number

V, toVr.
(7 marks) \-,

m. (a) (i) Pmve that every tree with two or more vertices is 2 chromatic. (8 marks)

(il) Explain how a minimum spanning tree of a weighted graph with real weights to edges is

determined.
(7 marks)

Or

(b) (il prove that "Every tree has either one or two centres"-

(il) Define rooled and brnary trees with examples.

( n+t
W. (a) (i) Show thatforallintegers ft, r)0andiln+ 1> r- p(n+ 1, r) = [n+1-

(8 marks)

(i0 Determine the number of positive integers n, | 1n ( 2OO that are not divisible by 2, 3 or 5.

(7 marks)

'Or
(b) (i) Find the total number of positive integers that ean be formed From the digits L,2,3,4 if no

digit is repeated in any one integer.

(ii) Thirty cars were assembled in a factory. The Options available were a radio, an air

conditioner and wbdte-wall tires. It is known that 15 of the cars have radios, 8 of them

have air conditioners and 6 of them have white-wall tires Mor:eover, 3 of them have all
three options. Determine.

(1) At most how many cars have one or more options ?

(2) At least how many cars do not have any options ?

.i.: l

(b)

(7 marks)

(8 marks)

(V'1, V2), (V1, V3), (V2' Vr,
of paths of length 2 from

(8 marks)

(7 marks)
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